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ABSTRACT
The successive repetitive engagement operation causes
temperature rise on the friction surfaces of the automotive dry
clutches. This condition is simulated via hill start vehicle tests
by clutch manufacturers during thermal performance validation
of new transmission platforms or vehicle configurations. The
aim of this study is to determine the temperature variation of
the clutch pressure plate by the use of a 1D transient thermal
simulation for the hill start vehicle test conditions. Simulation
model includes pressure plate, flywheel and clutch housing
elements. Clutch housing air temperature variation was
simulated numerically for 120 successive repetitive cycles of
hill start truck vehicle test. Parameters effecting pressure plate
temperature change were analyzed. It is observed that
increasing the mass of the clutch pressure plate results a
decrease in the temperature variation in early stages of
engagement cycles. However, increasing the value of the
pressure plate convection coefficient significantly reduces the
temperature variation during all stages of cycles. Finally,
lightweight design proposals of dry clutch pressure plate for
better energy dissipation are demonstrated.

dissipation during engagement phase of clutch have been
investigated in many studies. Duque et al. [3] used a hybrid
math model of previous literature studies to calculate heat
generation during vehicle launch. Same researchers studied
different friction models during vehicle launch and investigated
of these models effect on slippage duration and dissipated
energy [4].
In the present study, Ø430 mm size clutch has been
considered. There are available studies in the literature for the
same size. In one of them, Coelho and Rabelo [5] investigated
clutch pressure plate mass effect on temperature rise. Results
show that both temperature rise and clutch wear were lowered
when the pressure plate mass was increased. In another same
size clutch study, Fan and Ji-ping [6] investigated thermal
stresses of clutch pressure plate numerically. In their study,
convection coefficient was considered as a function of
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.
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INTRODUCTION
Clutches connect and disconnect two shafts, either when
both are stationary or relatively rotating [1]. In vehicles,
relative speeds of engine and gear box shaft may increase
during vehicle launch, depending on the conditions like driving
style, vehicle weight or road slope. Clutch design should
withstand extreme conditions by providing good thermal
performance. In order to predict the thermal performance of
clutches in design phase, mathematical models and finite
element analysis are solved for thermal boundary conditions.
Following the availability of clutch and vehicle prototypes, hill
start vehicle tests are performed for final validation.
Temperature rises during clutch engagement due to friction
between disc facing and counter parts; pressure plate and
flywheel. In engagement phase, clutch facing friction area is
not totally in contact with metal parts. This phenomenon causes
spot temperature rise. Khamlichi et al. [2] defined analytically
spot and nominal temperature rise during engagement and
concluded that the ratio of fibers to matrix in an organic facing
is effective on temperature rise. Slipping duration and energy
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Successive repetitive vehicle start-ups result temperature rise
on frictional surfaces of clutch parts. In the literature, there are
available numerical studies for 5 [7] and 10 [8] number of
successive start-ups. 2D finite element analyses have been used in
these studies. 3D FEA and CFD analysis for 20 start-ups had been
performed by Kilic et al. [9]. It is known from the previous studies
that 2D and 3D numerical analysis requires large computer
storage as well as quite long computational times especially when
the number of successive start-ups increases. Therefore, in the
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EXPERIMENTAL TEST
Test purpose is to evaluate on vehicle the characteristics of
friction and the thermal and mechanical behavior of a clutch.
For this purpose, vehicle move cycles on a slope road 10%
were carried out. In order to have high energy dissipation
following conditions are tuned; maximum vehicle load, the
gearbox ratio used for starting the vehicle, engine rotation
speed to start. Each cycle includes two steps; first step is
slippage duration and second step is cooling duration at idle
speed till 60 s. This cycle was repeated successively till 120
cycles at total 7200 s. Engine and gearbox shaft speeds and
clutch housing air temperature were recorded by sensors for all
cycles.
Slippage duration, energy dissipation and clutch housing air
temperature variation were obtained from the measurements.
Sensor instrumentation on the vehicle is shown in Figure 3 and
vehicle configuration is shown in Table 1.

present study, a 1D numerical simulation method for the large
number of successive start-ups is introduced to analyze the effect
of several important parameters in a short calculation time. In the
current study, the simulation analysis are performed for the
number of successive start-up cycles up to 120.
FRICTIONAL PARTS OF DRY CLUTCH SYSTEM
Dry clutch system shown in Figure 1 is used in manual and
automated manual transmissions. The time at which all the
torque on the engine is transmitted to the gearbox input shaft is
the effective engagement time. The time at which the gearbox
input shaft is pulled into synchronism with the engine is the
synchronizing time [10]. In manual transmissions, during this
period on a sloping road, driver releases the clutch pedal and at
the same time presses the accelerator pedal, this action leads to
temperature rise due to friction between clutch disc facings and
counter solid parts (pressure plate and flywheel).
Gearbox side

Gearbox speed sensor
Clutch Housing

Gearbox
input shaft

Clutch Housing Air
Temperature sensor

Pressure Plate
Clutch Disc
Flywheel

Engine speed sensor

Engine side

Figure 3 Sensor instrumentation for hill start vehicle test
Figure 1 Dry clutch system
Table 1 Hill Start Vehicle Test information

Energy dissipation E is a function of transmitted clutch
torque Tc [Nm] and rotational speed difference wr [rad/s]
between engine and gearbox shaft;
ts

E =  Tc r (t)dt

Configuration
Engine Torque [Nm]
Vehicle weight [kg]
Wheels Radius [mm]
1st Gear Ratio
Differential Gear Ratio

(1)

0

2,000
1,800
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

0

1

2

Dissipated energy and slippage duration of each cycle of
hill start vehicle test is shown in Figure 4.
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In Figure 2, an engagement duration sample based on
vehicle test measurements is shown.
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Figure 4 Distribution of each engagement cycle during hill
start vehicle test

Figure 2 Speed, Clutch Torque and Dissipated Thermal Power
variation during vehicle start-up
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During the hill start vehicle test, limits of sensor
instrumentation do not allow to measure temperature on
frictional solid parts. To estimate temperature rise on pressure
plate and its effecting parameters, numerical simulation has
been used.

is 550 J/kgK, engine average and idle speed are 700 and 550
rpm, respectively. Outputs are clutch housing air and pressure
plate mass temperature variation. Simulation duration is less
than 1 minute.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature rise can lead to many problems; poor torque
transmission due to friction coefficient drop [13], facing fade
[14], poor gear shift quality [15] and pressure plate cracks [16].
Experimental measurements of clutch housing air temperature
during 120 repetitive engagements and 1D numerical
computation results are shown in Figure 7. Temperature of the
clutch housing air reaches 96°C at the end of 120 repetitive
successive experimental vehicle start-ups. This is just 13 °C
above of initial condition. Reached temperature is quite below
of acceptable levels and experimental measurements proof that
clutch design shows very good thermal and mechanical
performance for the vehicle configuration shown in Table 1.
Numerical computation shows parallel characteristics to
experimental results. Hill start vehicle test computation is
accepted as “Base” data that the following improving scenarios
outputs were compared with it.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Numerical simulation aims at describing a system thermal
model developed under Amesim software which had been used
and validated by several researches such as Bataus and Vasiliu
[11] and Sorihan [12] for powertrain modeling. The main
objective of this model is to calculate the mass temperatures
reached by the pressure plate and the flywheel and the air
temperature inside the clutch housing during the hill start
vehicle test. Energy dissipation and slippage duration applied in
the numerical simulation are those obtained in the experimental
tests.
The current transient thermal 1D model includes 3 elements
representing pressure plate, flywheel and clutch housing.
Schematic view of 1D simulation sketch is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Schematic view of 1D simulation (Amesim)
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Figure 7 Clutch housing air temperature variation during hill
start vehicle test

h = 0,0364 x rpm + 31,907

Pressure plate mass temperature rise during hill start vehicle
test and 4 different improving scenarios were demonstrated in
Figure 8. Scenario descriptions are shown in Table 2.
According to numerical computation of hill start vehicle test,
pressure plate mass temperature (Computation Base in Figure
8) reaches maximum 122 °C at the end of 120 cycles.
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Figure 6 Convection Coefficient for Ø430 mm size Dry Clutch
Pressure Plate
The pressure plate (PP) was set at 90 ° C, assuming that the
initial temperature was about 10 °C higher than the clutch
housing temperature. Inputs are No of cycles; 120, cycle
duration; 60 s, average dissipated energy; 31.55 kJ, average
slippage duration; 1.732 s, PP convection coefficient, measured
experimentally, has been defined as a function of rotational
speed as shown in Figure 6, PP mass is 22 kg and specific heat
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Figure 8 Pressure Plate mass temperature variation during hill
start vehicle test condition
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Table 2 Scenario descriptions
Scenario
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4

CONCLUSION
Dissipated energy and slippage duration of a hill start
vehicle test is investigated in this research experimentally.
Experimental measurements show that dissipated energy
increases with slippage duration increase. Simulation of
experimental study is demonstrated.
Simulations were carried out to determine the impact of
four different scenarios on the pressure plate temperature rise
during hill start vehicle test. Numerical computation results
indicate that the most effective scenario is reduction of
dissipated energy. When the clutch design based parameters are
analyzed, it is observed that, dry clutch pressure plate
convection coefficient is more effective than its mass change.
Based on these outputs, lightweight design proposals of dry
clutch pressure plate for better thermal performance have been
demonstrated.

Description
Base - 30% Dissipated Energy, kJ
Base + 30% Pressure Plate conv. coeff., W/m2K
Base + 30% Clutch housing conv. coeff., W/m2K
Base + 30% Pressure Plate mass, kg
Base ; Hill Start Vehicle Test Computation

To prevent dramatic temperature rise of pressure plate,
30% change of 4 different effecting parameters was analyzed.
According to the simulation results, most effecting parameter is
energy dissipation reduction; Scenario 1, which depends on
many factors; engine torque, gear ratios, wheels radius, vehicle
weight, road slope and driving style, while it is independent of
clutch parameters. Compared to conventional manual
transmissions, automated or e-clutch adapted manual
transmission systems are providing better thermal performance
in terms of dissipated energy, since the slippage duration
management is under control with these systems. On the other
hand, most effective clutch design based parameter seems
convection coefficient of pressure plate; Scenario 2. Clutch
housing convection coefficient increase; Scenario 3 shows
similar characteristic to Scenario 2 but not as effective as its.
Pressure plate mass increase; Scenario 4 is more efficient at
early cycles than Scenario 2 and 3. After approximately 60
cycles its effect results less than the others.
Simulation results give an idea for further improved design
of clutch pressure plate. Increase of convection coefficient,
convection surface and mass of the pressure plate will avoid its
dramatic temperature rise. On the other hand, powertrain mass
increase is playing negative role in terms of CO2 emissions [17]
and cost. Therefore, lightweight design without compromising
thermal and mechanical performance would be a better option.
For this purpose, lightweight design proposals of pressure plate
including increased convection surface for better energy
dissipation are demonstrated in Figure 9.
Conventional design

Casting material

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Cooling channels

Metal foam
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